Administration Jolted By Big Jobless Jump

Nixon Policy ‘Cruel’

The Washington Post reports:

WASHINGTON, D.C. — President Richard Nixon’s handling of the increasingly violent war in Vietnam had sent millions of people out of work. The fast developing inflation situation, administration officials said, was the result of the President’s recent policy. The situation was further complicated by the President’s recent statement that the United States was going to increase its forces in Vietnam. This statement, administered to the new indicator yet, was administrating the result it was intended to produce: It was pretty ungodly.

The administration figure makes it clear that more than 30 per cent of the nation’s labor force was unemployed. The President himself had not made any attempt to control the growing inflationary pressures, and the nation was moving toward a recession.
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1970 Caprice.
A lot of cars cost more.
But few if any are really that much more car.
Which explains why more and more of the smart money is coming to Caprice.
Look what you get:
A big substantial 18-foot-long prestige car with a new 350-cubic-inch V8 engine, power disc brakes, Aero Ventilation, wheel covers, deep twist carpeting, post-appointments:

970 Caprice.
For the woman who drives.

If you spend more for a car, you must want to spend more for a car.